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accordance (in accordance with) 

account 

accounting error 

acknowledge (to) 

address 

addressee 

advance (in advance) 

advance payment 

advice of payment 

after-sales service 

agreement 

air freight 

air waybill 

amount due 

apology 

apply (to apply for) 

approval (on approval) 

as from 

balance (financial) 

bank account 

bill of exchange 

bill of lading 

blank cheque 

branch 

brand 

brisk trade 

business (on business) 

buyer 

cancel 

cargo 

carriage free 

carriage paid 

to dispatch to 

draft 

duly signed 
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due date 

dutiable 

duty free 

to enclose 

enclosed 

enquiry 

exchange rate 

expenses 

extension of payment time 

failure to pay 

fee 

file 

firm offer 

free of charge 

goods 

to grant a discount 

to be grateful 

hereby 

inadequate packing 

included 

initial order 

to inquire 

inquiry 

insurance 

introductory price 

invoice 

to invoice 

leaflet 

liability 

liable 

to mention 
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as mentioned 

money order 

to negotiate 

net price 

obliged 

opportunity 

order 

orderform 

overdraft 

overdue 

overdrawn 

payable by you 

to postpone 

preferential rate 

prior notice 

profit margin 

purchase 

quarterly 

quotation 

to quote a price 

range 

rate 

ready for despatch 

receipt 

recipient 

to recommend 

with reference to 

to refund 

registered letter 

reimbursement 

remittance 

to renew 
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repeat order 

replacement 

on request 

to request 

requirement 

respite 

to retail 

retail price 

reward 

sales 

sample 

to satisfy a requirement 

under separate cover 

to ship 

shipment 

to be short-listed 

to sign 

sold out 

spare parts 

statement of account 

to have something in stock 

in storage 

to store 

to subscribe 

substantially reduced 

supplier 

survey of damage 

terms 

terms of payment 

trade fair 

bank transfer 

turnover 
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undermentioned 

unfortunate 

unit price 

unsaleable 

valid 

value 

warehouse 

warrant 

waybill 

wholesale 

within a week/month 

General words 
A - L M - Z 

 

A 

action 

to agree with somebody/someone 

ambiguous 

ambiguity 

an extract from 

attitude 

author, writer 

B 

... is based on ... 

C 

cause 

chapter 

characteristics 

characterization 

climax 

composition, structure 

conception 

content 

contradiction 

course 

current 
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D 

dialogue 

E 

to emphasize / to underline / to stress 

ending 

exposition 

F 

feature 

final part, conclusion 

first-person narrator 

form and contents of the text 

H 

heading / headline 

headline 

I 

impression of 

a piece of information 

L 

interior monologue 

leading article, editorial 

main / principal / central idea 

main character/ principal character 

main part 

main plot 

monologue 

N 

narrator 

novel 

O 

outlook 

P 

paragraph, section 

plot 

position 

pun / play on words 
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R 

repetition 

report, account 

S 

setting 

short story 

speech sound 

stanza / verse 

starting point 

stress / emphasis on 

stylistic device / stylistic means 

subheading 

subject-matter 

subplot 

summary 

survey 

sympathy 

T 

the text says that 

thesis/theses 

this word evokes 

to agree with somebody/someone 

to emphasize / to underline / to stress 

to play an important role 

to relate to 

to rhyme 

to say that / to think that / to believe that / to have the opinion that / to take the view 

transition 

 
 
 
Vocabulary - Common errors 

Correct phrase Common error 

We live in a village near Hamburg. We live in a village by Hamburg. 

Frank stayed at my place last weekend. Frank stayed by me last weekend. 

I stayed at my grandmother's (house) during the Easter 
holidays. 

I stayed by my grandmother during the Easter holidays. 

Emily lives with her mother. Emily lives by her mother. 

Here are some correct phrases: 
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Correct phrase 

I took my sister by the hand. 

We travelled by night. 

I live by the sea. 

become, get, go, turn 
The words "become", "get", "go" and "turn" are not always used correctly. We've listed some phrases which are wrong 
and some which are correct. Always use a good dictionary if you're not sure. 

correct phrase common error 

I got a present from him. I became a present from him. 

When do I get my steak? When do I become my steak? 

He got a shock when he saw his car. He became a shock when he saw his car. 

The tea does him good. The tea becomes him good. 

I want to become a teacher. I will a teacher. 

He became famous. He would famous 

We became friends. We were friends. 

It became clear that she wanted to leave. It would clear that she wanted to leave. 

It's getting dark. It will dark. 

He turned red. He was red. 

She went white when she saw the accident. She was white when she saw the accident. 

The word "get" is very common in spoken English, "become" is more formal.  
German native speaker sometimes use "become" in an incorrect way. 
The word "eat" 
 
The words "eat" and "food" are not always used correctly. We've listed some phrases which are wrong and some 
which are correct. Always use a good dictionary if you're not sure. 

correct phrase common error 

My mother is cooking the meal. My mother is cooking the eat. 

The food tastes wonderful. The eat tastes wonderful. 

I like Mexican meals. I like Mexican eat. 

 
Here are some correct phrases: 

correct phrase 

I don't eat fish. 

I go to eat at my grandmother's. 

Come and eat! 

The word "give" 
Sometimes the word "give" is not used correctly. We've listed some phrases which are wrong and some which are 
correct. Always use a good dictionary if you're not sure. 

Correct phrase Common error 

There's a church in this town It gives a church in this town. 

Forget it. No way. That can't be true. That gives it not. 
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Whose deal is it? Who gives now? 

What's the matter? What gives it? 

It'll all work out. That gives it. 

Here are some correct phrases: 

Correct phrase 

What are you giving your brother for his birthday? 

Don't give up. 

He gives Russian lessons at school. 

I'll give you £50 for the painting. 

Do you give up? 

The word "Internet" in English phrases 

correct phrase common error 

I'm on the Internet. 
I'm on the Net. 

I'm in the Internet. 

I surf the Internet. 
I surf the Net. 

I surf in the Internet. 

You'll find the information on the Internet. You'll find the information in the Internet. 

In our hotel all rooms have access to the Internet. In our hotel all rooms have access to Internet. 

I use the Internet. I use internet. 

You can buy the book over the Internet. You can buy the book in the Internet. 

I'm online.   

The word "Internet" is often written in capital letters. 
Word order - Common errors 
1) Sentences 
Word order in sentences (subject - verb - object) 
Word order in sentences (subject - verb - object - place - time) 
Position of adverbs 

correct word order incorrect word order tip 

I was shopping in Leipzig. I was in Leipzig shopping. 1 

He played football yesterday. 
Yesterday he played football. 

He played yesterday football . 2 

Dan rode his bike carefully. Dan rode carefully his bike. 3 

He often reads books. He reads often books. 4a 

He is always late. He always is late. 4b 

 

tip Be careful! detailed explanation 

1 main verb before place Word order: subject-verb-object-place-time 

2 place before expression of time Word order: subject-verb-object-place-time 

3 object before adverb of manner Position of adverbs 

4a adverb of frequency before main verb  Position of adverbs of frequency 

4b adverb of frequency after form of to be Position of adverbs of frequency 
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2) Questions 

correct word order incorrect word order tip 

Do you play football or handball? Play you football or handball? 5 

When did you see Peggy yesterday? When did you yesterday see Peggy? 6 

 

tip Be careful! detailed explanation 

5 Start the question with the auxiliary do. Questions in the Simple Present 

6 
Put the expression of time (yesterday) at the end of the 
question.  

Questions in the Simple Past 

because, as, since or for 

Word Explanation Example 

because 
The reason is very important in the sentence, so 
because comes in the sencond clause of the 
sentence. 

I read this book because I like it. 

as The reason is already known. As we read, we learn. 

since 
The reason is already known. 
(more formal than as) 

Since we were in the computer lab, our 
English has improved. 

for The reason is given at the end of the sentence. 
We went to a small restaurant - for we were 
hungry. 

big, great, high, large or tall 
 

Word Explanation Example 

big large in size, degree or amount a big stone 

great much bigger than average 
a great success 
a great time 

high 
measurement from the bottom to the top; 
greater than normal 

a high mountain 
a high level 

large big in size and quantity 
a large country 
a large number of people 

tall greater height than average a tall man 

Note: We use high or tall when we talk about buildings. 

borrow or lend 
 

Word Explanation Example 

borrow to take and use sth. that belongs to sb. else I'd like to borrow your umbrella. 

lend to give sth. to sb. that belongs to you I can lend you my umbrella. 
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bring or take 
 

Word Explanation Example 

bring to come to a place Can you bring me the Coke, please? 

take to carry or move sth. from one place to another Can you take the book to the library? 

disability, handicap, impairment 

Word Explanation Example 

disability 

used to refer to an on-the-job injury 
One is "On disability" when they are being paid 
by their employer while recovering from the 
injury. 

When you are disabled it can be even more 
difficult to find a job, especially if you have 
limitation because of your disability. 
disability benefit = Erwerbsunfähigkeitsrente 

handicap 

a specific ailment, injury, or infirmity that a 
person suffers from which limits their abiltity to 
function in a normal capacity 
This is the official term used when the 
Department of Motor Vehicles issues a special 
permit to allow the driver to park their car in a 
designated area, for example. 

Handicap parking spaces are restricted to 
authorized verhicles 24 hours daily. 

impairment 
the broadest term - it can mean that there is a 
disability or handicap, OR it can mean that the 
person has had too much too drink 

The man was driving a car while impaired 
by alcohol. 

All three terms are pretty much interchangeable in many instances but most of the time each is used in a certain way. 

do, go or play 
 

Word Explanation Example 

do be active 
do the shopping 
do gymastics 

go to go somewhere to do something 
go fishing 
go sailing 

play a game 
play cards 
play handball 

electric, electrical, electronic, electronically 

Word Explanation Example 

electric* used with special nouns My father used to play an electric guitar. 

electrical* used with general nouns We must save electrical energy. 

electronic adjective I like electronic music. 

electronically adverb 
The report has to be handed in 
electronically. 

* The two words are pretty much interchangeable. 
hear or listen to 
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Word Explanation Example 

hear to be aware of sounds in your ears I can hear music in Peter's room. 

listen (to) to pay attention to sb./sth. that you can hear 
Peter often listens to music when he's at 
home. 

it's or its 
 

Word Explanation Example 

it's 
Short/contracted form of it is or 
it has  

It's a boy. (it is)  
 
It's been raining for five hours now. (it has) 

its Possessive pronouns never have apostrophes. England is famous for its castles. 

life, live or lives 

Word Explanation Example 

live [lɪv] 
he lives [lɪvz]  

to live (verb) 
I live in France. 
Peter lives in Poland. 

life [laɪf] 
lives [laɪvz] 

state of living 
plural of life 

I read a book about the life of Mark Twain. 
Many people lost their lives in the war. 

live [laɪv] 
not recorded; 
not dead 

We watched the live coverage of the Formula I. 
We really saw a live rattlesnake. 

look, see or watch 

Word Explanation Example 

look 
to pay attention, to try to see what is there; 
seem 
look up (e.g. dictionary) 

Look at the board, please. 
You can look up the words in the dictionary. 

see  
visual impression come to the eyes; 
understand 

Can you see the the blue car over there? 
I see what you mean. 

watch look for a time; like to look He watches TV in the evenings. 

make or do 

Word Explanation Example 

make to create sth. (you often use your hands) 
We make birdhouses every winter. 
The pupils make a lot of noise in the break. 
She makes me happy. 

do 
an action you do not mention by name; 
mostly mental work; 
mostly referred to the topic "work" 

They do their homework in the afternoon. 
I often do the shopping in the evenings. 

There are no clear rules whether to use "do" or "make": Have a look in a good dictionary, like to OALD, or use make 
it is more likely to be right. 

much, many, a little, a few 
Countable/uncountable nouns  
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much or many 
much: uncountable nouns (milk, marmalade, money, time etc.) 
many: countable nouns (bottles of milk, jars of marmalade, dollars, minutes etc.) 
Examples: 
How much money have you got? 
How many dollars have you got? 

 
a little or a few 
a little: non countable nouns (milk, marmalade, money, time etc.) 
a few: countable nouns (bottles of milk, jars of marmalade, dollars, minutes etc.) 
Examples: 
He has a little money left. 
He has a few dollars left. 
's - is or has 
In spoken English the words is and has are sometimes contracted to 's.  
 
Have a look at the following examples:  
1) He's listening to music. -> He is listening to music.  
2) He's listened to music. -> He has listened to music.  
 
In sentence 1) the 's is followed by listening. This verb has the ending -ing. It is Present Progressive (is + infinitive + -
ing). 
 
In sentence 2) the 's is followed by listened. This verb has the ending -ed. It is Present Perfect (regular: has + 
infinitive + -ed or  
irregular: has + 3rd column of the irregular verbs). 
 
The verb following the 's tells you whether it's is or has. 
say or tell 
 

Word Explanation Example 

say 

to say something (say is followed immediately 
by a noun clause) 
 
If you want to put a personal object after say, 
use the word to. 

Andrew said that he was right. 
 
 
He said to his father that he was right. 

tell 
to tell someone something (tell is followed by an 
object noun or pronoun) 

Can you tell me the way to the station, 
please? 

Note: 
In formal situations, the verb must be formed in the past tense.  
Andrew told me that he was right. 
Informal it is ok to say: 
Andrew told me that he is right. 

Some might say that he was right. some people believe 

It is said to bring good luck. in the sense of "always" 

No one goes home without my say-so. used as a statement 

Let me have my say. say is used as a noun 

see, visit, attend or go to 

englisch deutsch Beispiel 

see to go and see sb./sth. Come and see us tomorrow. 

visit to go and see sb./sth. (sounds more official) Lots of tourists visit the Tower every day. 
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attend to go regularly to a place I attend a university. 

go to to go somewhere 
I go to university. 
We go to a party every Friday. 

some, any 
some: affirmative statements, offers, requests and in questions when you expect the answer "yes" 
any: negative statements, questions 
Have you got any bananas? No, we haven't got any. But we've got some oranges. 
there, their oder they're 

Word Explanation Example 

there in, at or to that place Could you put the books there, please? 

they're short form of they are They're reading a book. 

their determiner belonging to them What colour is their car? 

These words are homophones and are sometimes confusing for learners of English as a second language. 

to, too or two 
 

Word Explanation Example 

to 
preposition 
before an infinitive 

He walks to school. 
They fly to Budapest. 
I don't know what to do. 

too 
also, as well  
sth. is more than 
necessary 

He sings and plays the drums too. 
This T-shirt is too large. 

two number We arrived in Rome two hours ago. 

when or if 

Word Explanation Example 

when you are sure that something will happen 
When I'm in Paris, I'll visit you. 
(It sure, that I'm going to Paris.) 

if you are not sure that something will happen 
If I'm in Paris, I'll visit you. 
(It not sure, that I'm going to Paris.) 

ATTENTION! 
You can both use when and if when you talk about things that happen repeatedly (in generalizations). 
If you freeze water, it expands. 
When you freeze water, it expands.  

which or what 

Word Explanation Example 

which You have a limited choice of things. 
Which lemonade do you like - green or 
pink? 

what You have an unlimited choice of things. What lemonade do you like? 
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With nouns that refer to people, sometimes which is used - even if there is an unlimited choice. 

you're or your 

Word Explanation Example 

you're Short/Contracted form of you are I'm from Germany and you're from Spain. 

your Possessive Determiner Have you got your textbook? 

Halloween, the time of pumpkins, candies, ghosts, witches and much more, is annually celebrated on 31 October. 
That's the night before All Saints Day. Its origins date back thousands of years to the Celtic festival of Samhaim or The 
Feast of the Sun, a most significant holiday of the Celtic year. This day marked the end of summer but also the 
season of darkness as well as the beginning of the New Year on 1 November. 
Druids in Britain and Ireland would light bonfires, dance around them and offer sacrifices of animal and crops. The 
fires were also intended to give warmth to the households and to keep free from evil spirits. Through the ages these 
practices changed. 
The Irish hollowed out turnips, placed a light inside to keep away the bad and stingy Jack. As the legend says, Jack 
was a man who tricked the devil and after Jack had died he was allowed neither in heaven nor in hell. With a lantern in 
his hand he began to search for a resting place on Earth. This was the original Jack-o-Lantern. Since Halloween came 
to America from Ireland (Scotland and Wales) people used pumpkins because they were bigger and easier to hollow 
out than turnips. 
During the centuries the cultures have added their own elements to the way Halloween is celebrated. 
Children love the custom of dressing-up in fancy costumes and going from door-to-door yelling "Trick-or-Treat" . 
Adults instead join spooky parties which are nearly held all over the cities and villages on that special evening. A 
spooky decoration, games and "frightening food" are nuts and bolts for a Halloween party your friends won't soon 
forget. 

useful words 

bat 

bones 

broom 

candy 

cauldron 

cemetery 

coffin 

costume 

creepy 

frightening 

ghost 

goblin 

haunted 

Jack-O-Lantern 

magic 

mummy 

owl 

party 

pie 

potion 
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pumpkin 

scary 

scream 

shadow 

skeleton 

skull 

spell 

spider 

spirits 

spooky 

superstition 

to carve 

to hollow out 

tombstone 

treat 

trick 

vampire 

warlock 

werewolf  

witch 

Christmas is Britain's most popular holiday. Its traditions and early ceremonies were rooted in pagan beliefs and date 
back hundreds of years. They are still part of contemporary Christmas celebrations. 
The Druids, for example, honoured the mistletoe in their religion and sacrificial rites. The red berry of the holly was 
believed to protect one against witchcraft. Ivy symbolised immortality. The Vikings introduced the Yule log which used 
to be burnt in honour of God Thor. The English adapted this practice for Christmas and today's (electric) Christmas 
candle is a holdover from baronial days. 
The custom of sending Christmas cards to friends and family originated in Britain, too. In 1843 John Calcott Horsley 
designed the first one for Sir Henry Cole. Thus began a real spread of sending Christmas cards and this practice soon 
became an established traditon. Favoured designs were Christmas feasts, church bells, plum and turkey as well as 
religious themes. Every year more than a billion Christmas cards are now sent in the United Kingdom. Many of them 
are sold in aid for charities. 
Since 1840 the decorated and illuminated Christmas tree has gained popularity in England. Prince Albert brought this 
rite over from Germany. In 1848 the Illustrated London News published a picture of the Royal Family around one. The 
English families followed the Royal example and it can truly be called a Victorian innovation. Each year a giant 
Christmas tree is set up and decorated near the statue of Lord Nelson in Trafalgar Square. It commemorates Anglo-
Norwegian cooperation during World War II. 
On Christmas Eve carols are often sung by groups of singers walking from house to house, and children hang a 
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stocking on the fireplace or at the foot of their bed for Father Christmas to fill. Caroling dates back to the Middle Ages 
when beggars were seeking for money, food or drink wandering the streets singing holiday songs. 
On Christmas Day gifts are opened in the morning. Later the family will gather for the traditional Christmas dinner 
consisting of Brussels sprouts, fried potatoes with roast turkey, roast beef or goose. Sweet mince pie or Christmas 
pudding is served for dessert. 
The pudding might contain coins or lucky charms for children. For afternoon tea Christmas cake is offered. It is rich 
baked fruit cake with marzipan and icing. A party favourite are Christmas crackers. There will be one to each plate on 
the Christmas dinner table. A Christmas cracker is a brightly coloured paper tube, twisted on both ends and filled with 
a party hat, a riddle and a toy. 
The annual broadcasting of the Queen's Christmas Message is on Christmas Day afternoon. In 1932 King George 
brought this custom into being. 
Boxing Day is on December 26th. This day takes its name from a former custom giving a Christmas box to delivery 
men and trades people called regularly through the year. Nowadays dustmen, milkmen, or postmen get a tip for a 
good service at Christmas time. 

There are more reasons why people write "Xmas" instead of "Christmas". One reason is to be found in history. 
In the Greek alphabet the letter  (Chi) is the first letter in the Greek word for "Christ". During the persecution of 
Christians the X was used a secret signs among the Christians. 
In old publications "Xmas" is written instead of "Christmas". 
"Christmas" means "the Mass of Christ". This is "Cristes maesse" in Old English. 
The following words are used as well: (nity=Christianity; n=Christian) 
Another reason is a practical one. "Xmas" is written faster than "Christmas". One can think that it is an invention of the 
advertising industry. "Xmas" is very common today. 
Easter in Britain 

 
Easter is the most important festival in the Christian church year. It begins with Good Friday. The Romans killed Jesus 
Christ in Jerusalem about two thousand years ago. Christians believe in the Resurrection of Jesus Christ on the third 
day after his Crucifixion. 
 
Why is Easter on a different day each year? This is because Easter Sunday is the Sunday after the first full moon after 
the first day of spring (21 March).  
 
Easter eggs, Easter Rabbit (Easter Bunny) and sending Easter cards are tradition not only in Britain. The cards are 
often in green or yellow or show baby animals, because lots of animals are born in spring. This tradition goes back to 
the 19th century. 
 
But there are also other important traditions. 

Holy Thursday/Great Thursday - Maundy Thursday 
The Royal Maundy is an ancient ceremony which has its origin in the commandment Christ gave after washing the 

feet of his disciples on the day before Good Friday. 
It seems to have been the custom as early as the thirteenth century for members of the royal family to 
take part in Maundy ceremonies, to distribute money and gifts, and to recall Christ's simple act of 
humility by washing the feet of the poor. Henry IV began the practice of relating the number of recipients 
of gifts to the sovereign's age, and as it became the custom of the sovereign to perform the ceremony, 

the event became known as the Royal Maundy. 
In the eighteenth century the act of washing the feet of the poor was discontinued and in the nineteenth century 
money allowances were substituted for the various gifts of food and clothing. 
Maundy money as such started in the reign of Charles II with an undated issue of hammered coins in 1662. The coins 
were a fourpenny, threepenny, twopenny and one penny piece but it was not until 1670 that 
a dated set of all four coins appeared. 
Today's recipients of Royal Maundy, as many elderly men and women as there are years 
in the sovereign's age, are chosen because of the Christian service they have given to the 
Church and community. At the ceremony which takes place annually on Maundy Thursday, 
the sovereign hands to each recipient two small leather string purses. One, a red purse, 

contains - in ordinary coinage - money in lieu of food and clothing; the other, a white 
purse, contains silver Maundy coins consisting of the same number of pence as the 
years of the sovereign's age. 

Maundy money has remained in much the same form since 1670, and the 

coins used for the Maundy ceremony have traditionally been struck in sterling 

silver save for the brief interruptions of Henry's Vlll's debasement of the 

coinage and the general change to 50% silver coins in 1920. 

Text and pictures with permisson of Royal Mint  
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Good Friday - Hot Cross Buns 
A traditional favourite on Good Friday in England, Hot Cross Buns are a spicy currant or raisin studded yeast bun, 
topped with a "Cross" of lemon flavoured icing. While Christians have adopted the cake and the symbolism of the 
cross, it wasn't always so. To Pagans then as now, the cross was symbolic of the sun wheel, which symbolizes perfect 
balance at the time of the Spring Equinox. 
Hot Cross Buns were probably originally used in ceremonies and rituals and the Christian Church attempted to ban 
the buns, although they proved too popular. Left with no alternative but defeat, the church did the next best thing and 
"Christianized" the bread with Queen Elizabeth I passing a law which limited the bun's consumption to proper religious 
ceremonies, such as Christmas, Easter or funerals. 

There is a story of a widow whose son was a sailor. He asked his mother to bake 
him hot cross buns on his return on Good Friday. But he never came back. Every 
Good Friday his mother made a new bun for him and hoped that he would come 
back. She collected all the buns in a net. When she died her old cottage was 
replaced by a pub - "The Widow's Son" where the buns can be seen today. Every 
year a sailor adds a new bun to the collection in the net. Sailors from around Britain 
come to the pub and sing and pray for the widow. 
Photos of the pub by www.professorharbottle.co.uk 

Hot cross buns, hot cross buns, 
one a penny, two a penny, 
Hot cross buns. 
If you have no daughters, 
give them to your sons, 
One a penny, two a penny, 
Hot cross buns. 
1 C milk 
2 T yeast 
1/2 C sugar 
2 tsp. salt 
1/3 C butter, melted and cooled 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
1/2 tsp. nutmeg 
4 eggs  
5 C flour 
1 1/3 C currants or raisins 
1 egg white 
Glaze: 
1 1/3 C confectioner's sugar  
1 1/2 tsp. finely chopped lemon zest  
1/2 tsp. lemon extract 
1- 2 T milk 
C: cup  T: tablespoon  tsp: teaspoon 
Recipe:  
In a small saucepan, heat milk to very warm, but not hot (45°C if using a candy thermometer). Fit an electric mixer 
with a dough hook. Pour warm milk in the bowl of mixer and sprinkle yeast over. Mix to dissolve and let sit for 5 
minutes. 
With mixer running at low speed, add sugar, salt, butter, cinnamon, nutmeg and eggs. Gradually add flour, dough will 
be wet and sticky, and continue kneading with dough hook until smooth, about 5 minutes. Detach bowl, cover with 
plastic wrap and let the dough "rest" for 30-45 minutes. 
Return bowl to mixer and knead until smooth and elastic, for about 3 more minutes. Add currants or raisins and knead 
until well mixed. At this point, dough will still be fairly wet and sticky. Shape dough in a ball, place in a buttered dish, 
cover with plastic wrap and let rise overnight in the refrigerator (see note at right if you're in a hurry). Excess moisture 
will be absorbed by the morning. 
Let dough sit at room temperature for about a half-hour. Line a large baking pan (or pans) with parchment paper (you 
could also lightly grease a baking pan, but parchment works better). Divide dough into 24 equal pieces (in half, half 
again, etc., etc.). Shape each portion into a ball and place on baking sheet, about 1/2 inch apart. Cover with a clean 
kitchen towel and let rise in a warm, draft-free place until doubled in size, about 1 1/2 hours. 
In the meantime, pre-heat oven to 200° C. 
When buns have risen, take a sharp or serrated knife and carefully slash buns with a cross. Brush them with egg 
white and place in oven. Bake for 10 minutes, then reduce heat to 175° C, then bake until golden brown, about 15 
minutes more. Transfer to a wire rack. Whisk together glaze ingredients, and spoon over buns in a cross pattern. 
Serve warm, if possible (Hot Cross Buns). 
Text, recipe and picture of Hot Cross Buns by Fabulousfoods 
Holy Saturday 
This day is often called Easter Saturday which is not correct. Easter Saturday is the Saturday after Easter Sunday. 
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Easter Day - Easter Sunday 
For Christians Easter Sunday is the high point of the year. They celebrate the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
Easter eggs are important in Britain, too. They are a symbol of rebirth in most cultures. People decorate them with 
different colours using special techniques. Children believe that the Easter Rabbit hides the eggs in the garden. Even 
King Edward I of England made the practice of coloured eggs more famous. He ordered 450 eggs to be coloured for 
Easter gifts in 1290. 
People like to bring home a container of Easter water to be used at home for family blessings on persons, house, etc. 
A traditional food is Roast lamb for dinner on Easter Day. 
Easter Monday 
In some areas "egg rolling" is still popular today. People take the eggs to the top of a hill and roll them down. The first 
egg to get to the foot of that hill is the winner. 
English - a world language 
340 million people speak English worldwide. (1st Chinese - 1.2 billion, 2nd Spanish - 360 million, 9th German - 98 
million) 
It's not clear how many people around the world use English as a second language. Numbers vary from 350 million to 
one billion. 
English is spoken in the following countries: 
Australia, Botswana, Brunei, Cameroon, Canada, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Fiji, The Gambia, Gyuana, India, Ireland, Israel, 
Lesotho, Liberia, Malaysia, Micronesia, Namibia, Nauru, New Zealand, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, 
Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Somalia, South Africa, Suriname, Swaziland, Tonga, UK, 
USA, Vanuati, Zimbabwe and many Carribean states 
The following words are used in American English and were taken from German. 
Doppelgänger, Kindergarten, Poltergeist, Rucksack, Wanderjahr, Weltanschauung, Weltschmerz, Zeitgeist 
Another German word commonly used in American English is "Gesundheit".  
No one in the USA really knows what it means, but you say it after someone sneezes, just like in German speaking 
countries. 
Thanks to Mark. 
Why do the British drive on the left? 
Answer 1 
Up to the late 18th century, driving on the left was general in Europe. So why should all milestones and signs be put to 
the right? In the late 50ies people in Britain thought about changing to the right, like in Sweden. But they dimissed the 
thought, because of the costs (steering weels in cars, signs etc.). And Britain is an island, so there was no need to 
change to the right. And the British kept a little of their "splendid isolation". 
Answer 2 
In Roman times the shield was carried with the left hand and the sword with the right. The soldiers marched on the 
left, so they could protect their body with their shield and they were able to fight with their right hand. 
Answer 3 
A horse is mounted from the left. You swing the right leg over the horse's back. To make it easier for smaller people to 
mount the horse, special stones (mounting stones) were provided. They were put on the left side of the roads. 
Answer 4 
Josef Mertens, Neuss and Anders Hanquist, Stockholm  
Battles are fought via the left wing, like in soccer. Napoleon fought his battles via the right wing. It made him 
successful as his enemies didn't expect this strategy. Napoleon ordered that people had to drive on the right. In 
countries where Napoleon did not invade, people still drove on the left. The drivers of old stagecoaches sat on the 
right. 
On 3rd September 1967, the change from the left to the right side took place in Sweden, due to practical reasons. This 
was the day "H" = höger. It means right in Swedish. Iceland followed in 1968. 
Answer 5 
Josef A. Winkelhofer, Azmoos (Switzerland) 
Horses were harnessed one behind the other in England. The reins were drawn with the left hand, so you had to sit on 
the right. That's why the people drove on the right, in order to get a better view of the road. 
Answer 6 
I must point out that in days of old logic dictated that when people passed each other on the road they should be in the 
best possible position to use their sword to protect themselves. As most people are right handed they therefore keep 
to their left. This practice was formalised in a Papal Edict by Pope Benedict around 1300AD who told all his pilgrims to 
keep to the left. 
Nothing much changed until 1773 when an increase in horse traffic forced the UK Government to introduce the 
General Highways Act of 1773 which contained a keep left recommendation. This became a law as part of the 

Highways Bill in 1835. 
Answer 7 
Jeremy Davis, Madrid (Spain) 
I must point out that Napoleon was lefthanded, and so he used to draw his sword from 
right to left. He imposed his soldiers to parade marching on the right. Therefore, all 
Napoleon's conquests were changing the way carts and horses used to go. From left to 
right. The US after the War of Independence changed too, and so did Canada due to the 
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French influence.  
Commonwealth countries and other ones such as Japan, didn't change the way. 
 
picture: Jessica Kunz 
Damien wrote: 
It is not only the British who drive on the left, but also the Japanese, Australians, New Zealanders and others. Why 
does everyone else drive on the right? 
If you know reasons for driving on the left (or on the right), send an e-mail, please. 
The Tube - The London Underground 
The London Underground, or ‘the Tube’ as it is universally known to Londoners, is normally the quickest and easiest 
way of getting around London with 275 stations conveniently dotted across the city (63 in central London), you are 
never far from a Tube station. Most people in London use the Tube.’ The first section of the London Underground 
Railway was opened on January 10, 1863 between Paddington and Farringdon Street. 
Today London is served by 11 Tube lines. Underground trains on all lines run every few minutes between 5.30 until 
00:30 Monday to Saturday, and between 7.30 - 23.30 on Sundays. 
 
You can get a map for the entire Underground system free of charge from all train station ticket offices. No smoking is 
allowed on the Underground, either on trains or stations themselves. Smoking is also not allowed on buses.  
Trains and platforms are described as Eastbound, Westbound, Northbound or Southbound depending on the direction 
of the line. The front of the train, and the platform indicator, will show the ultimate destination of the train - usually, but 
not always, the last station on the line.  
If the station you are travelling to is not on the same line as the one where you start your journey, you need to change 
trains at any stations where two lines meet. For some journeys you may need to change lines twice. 
Each line has its own unique colour, so you can easily follow them on maps and signs throughout the system. 
Why do the English always drink milk with their tea? 
Answer 
Damien from Nottingham wrote: 

People from around the world often wonder why the English always drink milk with their tea. The answer is that in the 
17th and 18th centuries the china cups tea was served in were so delicate they would crack from the heat of the tea. 
Milk was added to cool the liquid and stop the cups from cracking. This is why, even today, many English people add 
milk to their cups BEFORE adding the tea! 

British - American English - Spelling Rules 
There are some spelling differences in American English. In the 1800's, the US Congress actually called for several 
changes to make words more phonetic. Look at the following examples: 

  British English American English Example (British - American) 

1 words ending in -re change to -er 
centre - center 
metre - meter  

2 words ending in -our change to -or colour - color 

3 words ending in -ogue change to -og catalogue - catalog 

4 words ending in -ise/ize ending only in -ize realise/realize - realize 

5 final -l doubled after short vowel 
- l not always doubled after a 
short vowel 

travelled - traveled 
modelling - modeling  

6 words ending in -ence change to -ense  
defence - defense 
licence - license  

Here you will find words which have different meanings or are spelled differently in British and Australian English. 
This list is not complete. 

 

Australian English British English 

A 

a good lurk a way of getting something for nothing 

ace excellent 

aggro aggressive 
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Alf stupid person 

amber (fluid) beer 

arvo afternoon 

Aussie, Strine Australian 

B 

back of beyond far away in the outback 

back of bourke Middle of nowhere 

bathers swiming costume 

beef road road for trucking cattle by road trains 

Belt up. Shut up. 

berko angry 

Bickie biscuit 

billabong waterhole 

Billie tea kettle 

bonkers crazy 

booze alcohol 

Bottle Shop Liquor Shop 

bushranger criminal 

C 

carpet pad underlay 

chalkie teacher 

chokkie chocolate 

chook chicken 

Chrissie Christmas 

comfort station toilet 

counter meal pub meal 

cut lunch sandwiches 

D 

daks, strides trousers 

dead horse (old) tomato sauce 

deli Milk bar (South Wales) 

digger soldier 

dill idiot 

donk engine (car or boat) 

drongo worthless person 

Duco Car paint 
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dunny lavatory (outdoor) 

E 

earbush (old) non-stop talk 

F 

flake shark meat 

to fossick to hunt for gemstones 

G 

game brave 

to gander to have a look 

G'day mate. Hi. 

gibber (used in the west) stony desert 

to give it away to give up 

good oil exact information 

Good on ya! Well done! 

to grizzle to whine 

grog alcohol 

gum tree Eucalyptus tree 

gummy a sheep which has lost all its teeth 

H 

How are you going? How are you? 

J 

Jackaroo trainee on a cattle farm 

jocks underpants (men) 

jumbuck (mainly in songs) sheep 

K 

kelpie sheepdog 

kiwi, enzedder New Zealander 

L 

Lamington sponge cake 

larrikin hooligan 

lolly (in the country) money 

M 

mad as a cut snake furious 

middy, pot beer glass (285 ml) 

milko milkman 
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mozzie mosquito 

N 

nana banana 

neddies horses 

never-never remote desert country 

num-nums (parent to kid talk) tasty food 

O 

oil information 

On ya! Good on you! 

P 

paddock field 

piffle nonsense 

pissed drunk 

plonk cheap wine 

pom English person 

postie postman 

prang accident 

R 

Reckon! Absolutely! 

ringer (in the country) fast sheep shearer 

Roo kangaroo 

S 

send 'er down Hughie I hope it's going to rain. 

she it 

she's apples it's fine 

Shove off. Go away. 

snag sausage 

station farm 

T 

tea evening meal 

tucker food 

V 

vegemite vegetable extract (used for sandwiches) 

vegies vegetables 

W 
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wharfie dockworker 

woolgrower sheepfarmer 

Y 

Yank American 

you've got Buckley's you haven't got a chance/hope in hell 

British English - Australian English 

British English Australian English 

A 

a good job a good lurk 

Absolutely! Reckon! 

accident prang 

afternoon arvo 

aggressive aggro 

alcohol grog 

alcohol booze 

American Yank 

angry berko 

Australian Aussie, Strine 

B 

banana nana 

beer amber (fluid) 

beer glass (285 ml) middy, pot 

biscuit Bickie 

C 

Car paint Duco 

cheap wine plonk 

chicken chook 

chocolate chokkie 

Christmas Chrissie 

criminal bushranger 

D 

dockworker wharfie 

drunk pissed 

E 

engine (car or boat) donk 
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English person pom 

Eucalyptus tree gum tree 

evening meal tea 

exact information good oil 

excellent ace 

F 

far away in the outback back of beyond 

farm station 

fast sheep shearer ringer (in the country) 

field paddock 

food tucker 

G 

game brave 

Go away. Shove off. 

H 

Have you eaten yet? Did you eat yet? 

Hi. G'day mate. 

hooligan larrikin 

horses neddies 

How are you? How are you going? 

I 

idiot dill, drongo 

information oil 

it she 

it's fine she's apples 

K 

kangaroo Roo 

L 

lavatory Loo 

lavatory (outdoor) dunny 

Liquor Shop Bottle Shop 

M 

Middle of nowhere back of bourke 

Milk bar (South Wales) deli 

milkman milko 
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money lolly (in the country) 

mosquito mozzie 

N 

New Zealander kiwi, enzedder 

nonsense piffle 

non-stop talk earbush (old) 

P 

postman postie 

pub meal counter meal 

R 

remote desert country never-never 

road for trucking cattle by road trains beef road 

S 

sandwiches cut lunch 

sausage snag 

shark meat flake 

sheep jumbuck (mainly in songs) 

a sheep which has lost all its teeth gummy 

sheepdog kelpie 

sheepfarmer woolgrower 

Shut up. Belt up. 

soldier digger 

sponge cake Lamington 

stony desert gibber (used in the west) 

stupid person Alf 

swiming costume bathers 

T 

tasty food num-nums (parent to kid talk ) 

tea kettle Billie 

teacher chalkie 

to complain to grizzle 

to give up to give it away 

to have a look to gander 

to hunt for gemstones to fossick 

toilet comfort station 
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tomato sauce dead horse (old) 

trainee on a cattle farm Jackaroo 

trousers daks, strides 

U 

underlay carpet pad 

underpants (men) jocks 

undertaker mortician 

V 

vegetable extract (used for sandwiches) vegemite 

vegetables vegies 

W 

waterhole billabong 

Well done! Good on ya! 

worthless person dongo 

British - American English 
Here you will find words which have different meanings or are spelled differently in British and American English.     

 

British English American English 

A 

accelerator gas pedal, accelerator 

accumulator battery 

advertisement commercial 

aerial (TV, radio) antenna, aerial 

air hostess flight attendant 

alsatian German shepherd 

Amercian Indian Native American 

anorak parka 

anywhere anyplace,anywhere 

at home home, at home 

aubergine eggplant 

autumn fall, autumn 

B 

baking tin baking pan 

bank holiday legal holiday 

barrister lawyer 

bat paddle 
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base rate prime rate 

bath bathtub 

to bath to bathe 

bathroom bathroom (in privaten Räumen)/toilet 

bedside table nightstand 

bill check 

bin garbage can 

biro ball-point pen 

biscuit cookie 

bobby police officer 

bobsleigh bobsled 

bonnet hood 

booking reservation 

bookshop bookstore 

bookstall newsstand 

boot trunk 

braces suspenders 

brackets parentheses 

C 

call box phone booth 

candy floss cotton candy 

car park parking lot 

caravan trailer 

caretaker janitor 

casualty department emergency room 

catalogue catalog 

centre center 

chambers law offices 

chemist's shop drugstore 

cheque check 

chips French fries 

cinema movie theater 

city centre downtown 

class grade 

cloakroom checkroom 

clothes peg clothespin 
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coach long distance bus 

cocktail stick toothpick 

cocoa powder unsweetened cocoa 

coffin casket, coffin 

colour color 

condom rubber, condom 

cooker stove 

costume swimsuit 

cosy cozy 

cot (Baby) crib 

cotton thread 

crisps potato chips 

crossroads 
crossroad (Land)  
intersection (Stadt und Land) 

cupboard closet 

current account checking account 

curriculum vitae resume 

cutlery silverware 

D 

dialogue dialog 

dinner jacket tux, tuxedo 

directory enquiries directory assistance 

diversion detour 

doctor's surgery doctor's office 

double cream heavy cream 

draught draft 

draughts checkers 

drawing pin thumbtack 

dress circle balcony 

dressing gown bathrobe 

drink driving drunk driving 

driving licence driver's license 

driving wheel steering wheel 

duffle coat trench coat 

dummy pacifier 

dustbin garbage can 

duvet bedspread 
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dynamo generator 

E 

earth ground 

earth wire ground wire 

elastoplast band-aid 

engaged busy 

engine motor 

to enquire to inquire 

enquiry inquiry 

entrée appetizer 

everywhere everyplace, everywhere 

exercise book notebook 

expiry date expiration date 

extra time overtime 

British English American English 

F 

fag cigarette 

fancy dress costumes 

Father Christmas Santa Claus 

favourite favorite 

to fill in to fill out 

filling station gas station 

film film, movie 

fire brigade fire department 

first floor second floor 

fish-fingers fish-sticks 

flannel face cloth, wash cloth 

flashlight photoflash 

flat 
apartment 
(flat: eingeschossige Wohnung) 

flavour flavor 

flyover overpass 

football soccer 

form grade 

fortnight two weeks 

fringe bangs 
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from Monday to Friday 
from Monday to Friday  
from Monday through Friday (Freitag eingeschlossen) 

frying pan skillet 

G 

gammon ham 

gangway aisle 

garden yard 

gear lever gear shift 

Gents Men's Room 

to give s.b. a lift to give s.b. a ride 

goods train freight train 

grammar school high school 

to grill to broil 

ground floor first floor 

H 

hairdresser barber shop 

hairdresser hairdresser, beauty shop 

harbour harbor 

hard cooked egg boiled egg 

headmaster, head teacher principal 

high street main street 

to hire to rent 

hire purchase instalment plan 

hockey field hockey 

holiday vacation 

hoover vaccum cleaner 

humour humor 

I 

ice-hockey hockey 

icing frosting 

icing sugar powdered sugar 

ill nauseated 

indicator turn signal 

injection shot 

insect bug 

interval intermission 
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inverted commas, quotation marks quotation marks 

ironmonger hardware store 

J 

jab shot 

jacket potato baked potato 

jam jelly (no pieces in it) 

jewellery jewelery 

Joe Bloggs John Doe 

jug pitcher 

jumble sale rummage sale 

British English American English 

K 

kilometre kilometer 

kitchen roll paper paper towel 

knickers panties 

L 

label tag 

labour labor 

Ladies ladies' room 

ladybird ladybug 

lager beer 

to lay the table to set the table 

lead leash 

letterbox mailbox 

life jacket life vest 

lift elevator 

liquidizer blender 

litre liter 

lorry truck 

lost property lost and found 

luggage baggage, luggage 

M 

mackintosh raincoat 

main road highway 

maize corn 

managing director president (business) 
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mashed potato mashed potatoes 

match game 

mate buddy 

maths math 

mean stingy 

medicine drugs,medicine 

mince meat hamburger meat, ground beef 

mixer blender 

mobile (phone) cellular, cell 

motorbike motorcycle 

motorway freeway, interstate 

multi-storey car park parking garage 

mum mom 

N 

nappy diaper 

national insurance number social security number 

neighbour neighbor 

newsagent's newspaper store 

normal regular 

note bill 

notice board bulletin board 

number plate license plate 

P 

a pack of cards a deck of cards 

a packet of cigarettes a package of cigarettes 

pants shorts 

paper knife letter opener 

paraffin kerosene/kerosine 

parliament congress 

pavement sidewalk 

pay rise pay raise 

pedestrian crossing crosswalk 

pepper bell pepper 

personnel department human resources department 

petrol gas 

phone box phone booth 
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pickled cucumber dill pickle 

platform track 

plug hole drain 

polo neck turtle neck 

porridge oatmeal 

post mail 

post code zip code 

postman mailman 

primary school 
elementary school 
grade school 

prison jail 

programme program 

pub bar 

pupil student 

to put sb. through to connect sb. 

Q 

quarrel argument 

to quarrel to argue 

to queue to line up 

quid buck 

R 

railway railroad 

reception front desk 

redundant laid off 

to ring to call 

road surface pavement 

roundabout traffic circle 

row argument 

rubber eraser 

rubbish garbage 

S 

school report report card 

secondary school high school 

semi-detached house duplex 

share stock 

shop store 
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shop assistant sales clerk 

single ticket one-way ticket 

skipping rope jump rope 

sledge sled 

solicitor lawyer 

Sorry. Excuse me. 

spanner wrench 

sports day fields day 

state school public school 

stock inventory 

store superstore 

storey story 

subway underpass 

sultana raisin 

to suppose to guess 

sweet shop candy store 

T 

tap faucet 

taxi cab, taxi 

taxi rank taxi stand 

technical college vocational school 

telephonist telephone operator 

term semester 

terraces bleachers 

test quiz 

theatre theater 

till cash register 

timetable schedule 

tin can 

tissue Kleenex 

to think to guess 

toilet, loo bathroom, rest room 

torch flashlight 

tortoise turtle 

town centre downtown 

tracks track 
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traffic lights stop lights 

trainers sneakers 

tram streetcar 

travelled traveled 

trolley cart 

trousers pants 

tumble dryer clothes dryer 

tyre tire 

U 

underground, tube subway 

underlay carpet pad 

underpants shorts 

undertaker funeral director 

V 

van station wagon 

vest undershirt 

video VCR 

W 

wage cut salary cut 

waistcoat vest 

wallet billfold 

wardrobe closet 

to wash wash up 

wash up liquid dish washing liquid 

washing up powder laundry soap 

wellington boots rubbers 

wholemeal bread brown bread 

windscreen windshield 

wing fender 

Z 

zebra crossing crosswalk 

zip zipper 

Informal English vocabulary 

Here you will find idioms and other useful phrases. 
This table is not complete.  
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A 

about to Peggy is about to leave. 

in advance We booked the tickets in advance. 

alive and kicking I love Berlin. It's alive and kicking. 

all of a sudden I went out in the sun. Then, all of a sudden, it started to rain. 

all over the place 
There are environmental problems all over  
the place. 

B 

to go from bad to worse My marks went from bad to worse last term. 

to bag sb. Tom bagged this special offer at an online-shop. 

beat-up Mark is too beat-up to play tennis this evening. 

to do the best He always does his best. 

blabber Don't listen to him, he's a blabber. 

to blag sb. Once in a while young Tim blags his father's cigarettes. 

bloody What a bloody day! 

to be blue She's been feeling blue all day. 

bouncer A bouncer's task is to keep out those who might cause trouble. 

be broke I can't go to the cinema with you, I'm broke. 

to brush up on sb. I have to brush up on my Spanish. 

buck You can buy a DVD player for less than 100 bucks (dollars). 

butt You're a pain in the butt. 

buzz Parachuting gives me a real buzz. 

Buzz off! Buzz off! I have told you not to come to my place anymore. 

C 

a close call I had a close call. A stone almost hit me! 

to catch sb. Sorry, I didn't quite catch your telephone number. 

to catch cold I walked out in the rain, so I caught cold. 

not to have a clue I don't have a clue about repairing the faucet. 

Come off it! Come off it! This isn't the truth. 

as far as I'm concerned As far as I'm concerned, I'd like to watch the film. 

cop A big crowd of cops gathered in front of the Bank of England. 

corner shop Mother really liked corner shops when she was a child. 

cram school Many pupils have to go to a cram school in the afternoon. 

on credit I'd not buy the new TV on credit. 

cut Mr Brown made big cuts of $500 million. 

D 
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damned I hate going through that damned rush hour. 

to dig in one's heels 
If you take or express an opinion and refuse to change it, you dig in your  
heels. 

to disrespect sb. Poor people shouldn't be disrespected. 

to do one's best He does his best to fix the car. 

to do someone good Let's go on a holiday. The sun will do us good. 

to do without If there's no milk for the tea, it'll do without. 

down under Down under will be my next destination. 

E 

to be up to one's ears Sorry, I can't go out with you. I'm up to my ears in work. 

every now and then Every now and then I play the piano. 

every other He comes to me every other week. 

to see eye to eye World Bank and IMF see eye to eye on Asia 

F 

fair enough Fair enough! Let's go out for dinner tonight. 

fiddle Especially fiddles are necessary to play folk music. 

to keep the fingers crossed 
I have to see the doctor for a checkup. - I'll keep my fingers crossed for 
you. 

flutter The old lady loves a flutter on the slot machine. 

folk We all are fond of the Irish folk. 

for free I was lucky. I got this CD for free. 

freak out Ron freaked out when he heard that Peter had broken his car. 

fridge Butter must be kept in the fridge. 

G 

to get a lot of stick In his new job Jack gets a lot of stick. 

to get cold feet He wanted to speak to the boss, but he didn't. He got cold feet. 

to get fed up with sb. They get fed up with their neighbour's parties. 

to get rid of sb. We have to get rid of that old car. 

to get sb. Jason, did you finally get your exercise? 

to take sth. for granted I took it for granted the meeting was on Tuesday. 

greasy spoon I'd rather starve instead of eating at a greasy spoon. 

groovy This cocktail tastes groovy. 

guy Jennifer fell in love with the guy from the supermarket. 

H 

had better You'd better go now. 

on the other hand Sue likes pop music, on the other hand she doesn't like discos. 
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to give a hand Can you give me a hand with the cupboard? 

hard graft Building our house has been a hard graft. 

by heart My brother has to learn the poem by heart. 

hip Molly always knows what's hip. 

to hold s.o.'s horses Hold your horses," I said when John began to leave the room. 

to be hooked on sth. Bill is hooked on car racing. 

J 

to jump down sb.'s throat The boss jumped down my throat because I was late for work. 

K 

knackered What has happened? You look so knackered. 

to keep an eye on sth./sb. Will you keep an eye on my baby? 

L 

little by little 
Andrew had an accident while playing ice-hockey. Little by little he begins 
to walk. 

to look forward to sb. I look forward to my holidays in Rome. 

M 

to make ends meet 
She's been out of work for years. How can she make ends meet with four 
children? 

to make friends easily Chris makes friends easily. 

to make oneself at home Come in, please. Make yourself at home. 

to make the most Let's make the most of the last day of our holidays. 

to make up one's mind up Did you make your mind up to buy a new computer? 

mash I love Grandma's homemade mash. 

What's the matter? You look sad. What's the matter with you? 

to be mean Grandfather is mean with money. 

to meet sb. halfway I don't like his ideas, but I can imagine that we should meet halfway. 

to mess around The clown messed around to make the children laugh. 

to mess up Sandy has really messed up this time. 

P 

from now on From now on I'm going to drive more carefully. 

old fart Bob isn't an entertainer, he is an old fart. 

pint "A pint for me, please." 

to be pissed off Leave me alone, I'm pissed off! 

plonk Plonk often causes a bad headache. 

to come to the point Don't talk for hours. Come to the point. 

to pop in I won't be back early. I'll pop in at Max's. 
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to put in a word for sb.  My mother doesn't let me go out. Can you put in a word for me, please? 

pretty much They earn pretty much money together. 

out of the question We can't come to the party. This is out of the question. 

Q 

quid A quid is a pound in British currency. 

R 

red tape Too much red tape takes everything longer. 

right as rain Your baby is right as rain. 

S 

to sack sb. Fred was sacked because he had lost his driving licence. 

scruffy Her apartment is very scruffy. 

to see about Let's have a party on Saturday. I'll see about the drinks. 

sharpish After a quarrel Mike left sharpish. 

to be in someone's shoes I don't want to be in Peter's shoes. 

to shut up Shut up or disappear before I get furious. 

can't stand I can't stand the rain. 

in the sticks During their holiday the Bakers lived in the sticks. Far away from towns. 

to stick sth./sb. I can't stick more of this. 

stroppy Jimmy is a stroppy child. 

stuff Where is all that stuff I bought at Oxfam's yesterday? 

T 

Take it easy. Take it easy. 

telly You're a couch potato. All you can do is sit in front of the telly. 

thick Are you thick? This is the right number. 

Think nothing of it. Think nothing of it. 

to be on time Please be on time. 

to take one's time Take your time. 

tipple After walking through the cold rain everyone enjoyed a tipple. 

to loose track Do you know where Fred lives? - I've lost track of him. 

to take turns My sister and Anne take turns babysitting. 

W 

Watch your step. You'd better watch your step if you don't want trouble with your boss. 

to wear many hats You've got to wear many hats if you want to run your own hotel. 

when push comes to shove When push comes to shove you'd rather accept the job. 

to feel under the weather I think, I'll stay at home tonight. I'm feeling a little under the weather. 
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no wonder No wonder he is ill. He went out in shorts in winter. 

a word in your ear Could I have word in your ear? 

Words fail me. Did you hear about Sue and Pat? - Words fail me. 

to eat one's words I'm sorry. I'll eat my words. 

in other words In other words, you can't answer the question. 

to have words with sb. I had words with the headteacher of my son's school 

would rather 
Would you like to spend your holidays in the North? No - I'd rather fly to 
Mexico. 

to wow sb. His appearance at the party wowed me. 

Z 

to zing through sth. The arrow zinged through the trees as fast as lightning. 

Word Synonym 

A 

about approximately 

abstract summary 

to accomplish to achieve 

to accumulate to build up 

to administer to manage 

to admit to confess 

almost nearly 

animated lively 

to annoy to irritate, to bother 

to answer to reply 

anyway besides 

apparent obvious 

to appear to seem 

applicable relevant 

appreciable considerable 

ardour passion 

arise occur 

aromatic fragrant 

to arrive to reach 

artful crafty 

association organization 

to assure to guarantee 

attractive appealing 
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away absent 

awful terrible 

B 

backbone spine 

backside behind, bottom 

bad (not good) poor, naughty 

ballot poll 

to bear on sth. to affect 

to beat to defeat 

becoming fitting 

to begin to start 

to behave to act 

believable plausible 

belly stomach 

bendy flexible 

beneficiant generous 

beneficial favourable 

bid tender 

bizarre weird 

blameless innocent 

bloodbath massacre 

bloodless cold 

branch department 

brave courageous 

to bring sth. back to reintroduce 

to bring sth. on to cause 

to bring sb. up to raise 

brow forehead 

bum backside, behind, bottom 

business commerce, trade 

busy (telephone) engaged 

C 

candy sweet 

to categorize 
to categorise (BE) 

to classify 

charter constitution 
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cheesy corny, tacky 

chiefly mainly 

choosy picky 

to chop to cut 

chorus refrain 

citation quotation 

to cite to quote 

class lesson, course 

clerk receptionist 

clever intelligent 

to close to shut 

coiffure hairstyle 

to collapse to break down 

to collect to gather 

comfort consolation 

comic comedian 

commencement graduation 

complete total 

completely totally 

concord harmony 

to condemn to sentence 

confederate accomplice 

to confine to restrict 

conflict clash 

to conform to comply 

to confuse to mix up 

to connect to associate, to put through (telephone) 

considerate thoughtful 

constancy fidelity 

constant fixed 

constitution structure 

construction (lit.) interpretation 

to consult to refer to 

contemporary modern 

continuous continual 

contrary opposite 
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convention conference 

to convey to communicate 

to cope to manage 

correct right 

couch sofa 

crook criminal 

crusade campaign 

cube dice 

curative healing 

curler roller 

cussed stubborn 

D 

dash sprint 

daybreak dawn 

deceptive misleading 

decontrol deregulate 

dedicated committed 

to deduce to infer 

defective faulty 

deliberate planned 

deliberately intentionally 

delicate fragile 

to demostrate to protest 

to denationalize 
to denationalise (BE) 

to privatize 

denims jeans 

to denote to indicate, to represent 

to deprave to corrupt 

depraved wicked, evil 

to desert to abandon 

deserted abandoned 

destiny fate 

detached indifferent 

devil satan 

dicy risky 

to differentiate to distinguish 

to diminish to decrease 
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disadvantaged deprived 

disagreeable unpleasant 

to disappear to vanish 

disaster catastrophe 

to disclaim to deny 

to disclose to reveal 

discount reduction 

disgrace shame 

domesticate cultivate 

dossier file 

dubious doubtful 

dull (person) stupid 

E 

eager keen 

earth soil 

ecocnomic profitable 

egocentric selfish 

to elevate to raise, to promote 

to emphasise 
to emphasize 

to stress 

to encounter to come across 

enormous huge, immense 

to enquire to investigate 

equity fairness 

especially particularly 

essential fundamental 

to establish to set up 

to evaluate to assess 

everlasting eternal 

exactly precisely 

except apart from 

to expire to run out 

to explode to blow up 

extra additional 

F 

to fabricate to manufacture 
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famend renowned 

fanatic enthusiast 

fantastic great, brilliant 

to float to drift 

fool idiot 

foolish silly 

forehead brow 

to foretell to predict 

formerly previously 

fortunate lucky 

foxy cunning 

foyer lobby 

fragrance perfume 

French dressing vinaigrette 

to function to operate 

Synonyms A-F 

Here you will find a table of words and their synonyms. We've only listed typical synonyms. We recommend using a 
good dictionary when looking for synonyms. 

Word Synonym 

A 

about approximately 

abstract summary 

to accomplish to achieve 

to accumulate to build up 

to administer to manage 

to admit to confess 

almost nearly 

animated lively 

to annoy to irritate, to bother 

to answer to reply 

anyway besides 

apparent obvious 

to appear to seem 

applicable relevant 

appreciable considerable 

ardour passion 

arise occur 
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aromatic fragrant 

to arrive to reach 

artful crafty 

association organization 

to assure to guarantee 

attractive appealing 

away absent 

awful terrible 

B 

backbone spine 

backside behind, bottom 

bad (not good) poor, naughty 

ballot poll 

to bear on sth. to affect 

to beat to defeat 

becoming fitting 

to begin to start 

to behave to act 

believable plausible 

belly stomach 

bendy flexible 

beneficiant generous 

beneficial favourable 

bid tender 

bizarre weird 

blameless innocent 

bloodbath massacre 

bloodless cold 

branch department 

brave courageous 

to bring sth. back to reintroduce 

to bring sth. on to cause 

to bring sb. up to raise 

brow forehead 

bum backside, behind, bottom 

business commerce, trade 
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busy (telephone) engaged 

C 

candy sweet 

to categorize 
to categorise (BE) 

to classify 

charter constitution 

cheesy corny, tacky 

chiefly mainly 

choosy picky 

to chop to cut 

chorus refrain 

citation quotation 

to cite to quote 

class lesson, course 

clerk receptionist 

clever intelligent 

to close to shut 

coiffure hairstyle 

to collapse to break down 

to collect to gather 

comfort consolation 

comic comedian 

commencement graduation 

complete total 

completely totally 

concord harmony 

to condemn to sentence 

confederate accomplice 

to confine to restrict 

conflict clash 

to conform to comply 

to confuse to mix up 

to connect to associate, to put through (telephone) 

considerate thoughtful 

constancy fidelity 

constant fixed 

constitution structure 
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construction (lit.) interpretation 

to consult to refer to 

contemporary modern 

continuous continual 

contrary opposite 

convention conference 

to convey to communicate 

to cope to manage 

correct right 

couch sofa 

crook criminal 

crusade campaign 

cube dice 

curative healing 

curler roller 

cussed stubborn 

D 

dash sprint 

daybreak dawn 

deceptive misleading 

decontrol deregulate 

dedicated committed 

to deduce to infer 

defective faulty 

deliberate planned 

deliberately intentionally 

delicate fragile 

to demostrate to protest 

to denationalize 
to denationalise (BE) 

to privatize 

denims jeans 

to denote to indicate, to represent 

to deprave to corrupt 

depraved wicked, evil 

to desert to abandon 

deserted abandoned 

destiny fate 
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detached indifferent 

devil satan 

dicy risky 

to differentiate to distinguish 

to diminish to decrease 

disadvantaged deprived 

disagreeable unpleasant 

to disappear to vanish 

disaster catastrophe 

to disclaim to deny 

to disclose to reveal 

discount reduction 

disgrace shame 

domesticate cultivate 

dossier file 

dubious doubtful 

dull (person) stupid 

E 

eager keen 

earth soil 

ecocnomic profitable 

egocentric selfish 

to elevate to raise, to promote 

to emphasise 
to emphasize 

to stress 

to encounter to come across 

enormous huge, immense 

to enquire to investigate 

equity fairness 

especially particularly 

essential fundamental 

to establish to set up 

to evaluate to assess 

everlasting eternal 

exactly precisely 

except apart from 

to expire to run out 
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to explode to blow up 

extra additional 

F 

to fabricate to manufacture 

famend renowned 

fanatic enthusiast 

fantastic great, brilliant 

to float to drift 

fool idiot 

foolish silly 

forehead brow 

to foretell to predict 

formerly previously 

fortunate lucky 

foxy cunning 

foyer lobby 

fragrance perfume 

French dressing vinaigrette 

to function to operate 

G 

garbage rubbish 

garbage can (AE) trashcan (AE) 

gay homosexual 

to glitter to sparkle 

to grab to seize 

grasping greedy 

gratis free of charge 

gratuity tip 

gravestone headstone 

to grouse to grumble 

gut intestine 

H 

hall corridor 

to hand sth. out to distribute 

handsome good-looking 

hang-out haunt 
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happily fortunately 

hard tough 

hashish cannabis 

to hawk to peddle 

to hazard to endanger 

hearsay rumour 

hermetic airtight 

highbrow intellectual 

hint trace, tip 

hole gap 

home domestic 

homicide murder 

housebreaking burglary 

hunger starvation 

to hurry to rush 

hypothesis speculation 

I 

idler loafer 

if whether 

to ignore to disregard 

illiberal intolerant 

to illuminate to clarify; to light up 

to illustrate to demonstrate 

to imagine to suppose, to assume 

to imitate to mimic 

immediate instant 

immobile motionless 

immoderate excessive 

immodest conceited 

to impact to affect 

impartial neutral 

impasse deadlock 

impassive emotionless 

to impeach to question 

impediment obstacle 

imperative vital 
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impolite rude 

incidentally by the way 

inconsiderate thoughtless 

indisputable indeniable 

infamous notorious 

infantile childish 

to infect to contaminate 

inflexible rigid 

inflow influx 

informal casual 

infrequent rare 

inheritor heir 

innocent harmless 

insolvent bancrupt 

to inspect to examine 

instinct intuition 

instructions directions 

insufferable unbearable 

insufficient inadequate 

insupportable intolerable 

insurgent rebel 

intellectual mental 

to intend to mean 

to intensify to heighten 

interplay interaction 

inventory stock 

invoice bill 

to ivolve to entail 

isolated loney 

J 

jealous envious 

joy delight 

K 

knowingly deliberately 

L 

lacking missing 
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last final 

leading main 

to learn to memorize 

legitimate valid, lega 

lethal deadly 

liveable habitable 

livid furious 

loopy crazy 

lousy awful 

lucid clear 

M 

mackintosh waterproof coat 

madness insanity 

magican conjuror 

magistrate Justice of the Peace 

to magnify to exaggerate 

to maintain to preserve 

manmade artifical 

mannequin model 

material fabric 

matters things 

maybe perhaps, possibly 

in the meantime meanwhile 

measure degree 

meeting assembly 

mendacity lying 

merciless cruel 

middleman intermediary 

midway halfway 

to migrate emigrate 

mild gentle 

to mimic to imitate 

mind intellect 

mindless senseless 

to minimize to play down 

to mirror to reflect 
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to misconceive to misunderstand 

miserable depressing 

misery distress 

misread misinterpret 

missing lost 

mistrust distrust 

mo (AE) moment 

moderately reasonably 

modern contemporary 

more and more increasingly 

moreover in addition 

movie film 

murderer assassin 

N 

naked bare 

nameless anonymous 

napkin serviette 

to narrate to relate 

a narrative a story 

a native a local 

to near to approach 

necessary essential 

nightfall dusk 

nobility the Aristocracy 

to nominate to appoint 

non-stop continuous 

noon midday 

noted famous 

to notify to inform 

notwithstanding however 

nugatory worthless 

numerous many 

O 

obdurate stubborn 

object thing 

obligatory compulsory 
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oblique indirect 

omnipotent all-powerful 

obsolete out of date 

off-season low season 

to operate to function 

organic biological 

ornament decoration 

outside external 

to overhaul to overtake 

to overlook to miss 

overseas abroad 

to oversee to supervise 

P 

painting portray 

paper money notes 

particular specific 

passable satisfactory 

pattern sample 

peaceable peaceful 

perception insight 

phantasm illusion 

pocket book notebook 

poisonous toxic 

possibility opportunity 

post-mortem autopsy 

practically virtually 

praise compliment 

precedence priority 

precept principle 

precis summary 

pressing urgent 

previous preceding 

priority precedence 

prompt immediate 

prosperous affluent 

to provide to supply 
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provided if 

to put sth. back to postpone 

Q 

to quake to tremble 

quite fairly 

R 

reasonable fair 

to receive to get 

refrain chorus 

reliable dependable 

religious devout 

remainder the rest 

remark comment 

reminiscence memory 

remorse regret 

remoted isolated 

removable detachable 

to renew to resume 

to renounce to give up 

repute reputation 

to respond to reply 

revolting disgusting 

rubbish nonsense 

rude impolite 

to rue to regret 

sacristy vestry 

satisfied convinced 

scarcity shortage 

scrumptious delicious 

second moment 

to select to choose 

selection choice 

self-assured confident 

signal sign 

significant meaningful 

silly foolish 
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sincere honest 

skull cranium 

soiled dirty 

spotlight highlight 

stable steady 

steady regular 

stupid silly 

substantially considerably 

suggest propose 

sundown sunset 

sunrise dawn 

sure certain 

surroundings environment 

to survive to outlive 

to symbolize to represent 

T 

tailored tailor-made 

temper mood 

terror terrorism 

testament testomony 

today nowadays 

torpid lethargic 

touchdown landing 

touchy sensitive 

to transform to convert 

transitority temporary 

transparent obvious 

trustworthy reliable 

twister tornado 

twosome pair 

U 

ultimate final 

uncared for neglected 

uncommon unusual 

uncooked raw 

undeniable indisputable 
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understandable comprehensible 

unforeseen unexpected 

unfortunate unlucky 

unhurt unharmed 

uninjured unhurt 

unlawful illegal 

unmarried single 

unstated unspoken 

untimely premature 

untrue unfaithful 

unusual strange 

unvoiced voiceless 

uprising rebellion 

usually generally,normally 

V 

vacancy emptiness 

to vacuum to hoover 

vague indistinct 

vain useless 

valueless worthless 

to vanquish to conquer 

to vary to differ 

vast huge 

virtue advantage 

to visualize to imagine 

W 

warrantly guarantee 

well mannered polite 

well timed timely 

winery vineyard 

to withstand to resist 

Z 

zenith peak 

Opposites 
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Here you will find a table of words and their opposites. Opposites formed by prefixes (dis-, ex-, im-, in-, irr-, un- etc.) 
are not listed here. 
This table is not complete. Technical and geographical words are listed only in a very small amount because of 
clarity. 
 

    

Word Opposite 

A 

about exactly 

above below 

absence presence 

abundance lack 

to accept to refuse 

accidental intentional 

active lazy 

to add to subtract 

to admit to deny 

adult child 

advanced elementary 

affirmative negative 

afraid brave 

after before 

against for 

alike different 

alive dead 

all none 

always never 

ancient modern 

to agree to refuse, to argue 

to allow to forbid 

already not yet 

always never 

amateur professional 

to amuse to bore 

angel devil 

animal human 

to annoy to satisfy 

to answer to ask 
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answer question 

antonym synonym 

apart together 

approximately exactly 

to argue to agree 

to arrest to free, to set free 

arrival departure 

to arrive to depart, to leave 

artificial natural 

to ask to answer 

asleep awake 

to attack to defend 

attack defence, protection 

attic cellar 

autumn spring 

awake asleep 

awful delicious, nice, pleasant 

B 

back in front of 

background foreground 

backward forward 

bad good 

bad luck fortune, good luck 

beauty ugliness 

before after 

to begin to end, to stop, to finish 

beginning end, ending 

behind in front of 

below above 

best worst 

better worse 

beautiful ugly 

big small, little 

birth death 

bitter sweet 

black white 
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blunt sharp 

body soul 

to bore to amuse, to be interested in 

boring exciting, interesting 

to borrow to lend 

bottom top 

boy girl 

brave cowardly, afraid 

to break to mend, to fix 

broad narrow 

brother sister 

to build to destroy 

busy lazy 

to buy to sell 

C 

calm excited 

careful careless 

careless careful 

to catch to miss, to throw 

ceiling floor 

cellar attic 

centre outskirts, suburb 

certainly probably 

changeable constant 

cheap expensive 

child adult, grown-up 

children parents 

clean dirty 

clear cloudy 

clever stupid 

to close to open 

closed open 

cloudy clear, sunny, bright 

cold (adjective) hot 

cold (noun) heat 

to come to go 
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comedy drama, tragedy 

complicated simple 

compliment insult 

compulsory voluntary 

to connect to separate 

consonant vowel 

constant changeable 

construction destruction 

to continue to interrupt 

cool warm 

correct false, wrong 

courage fear 

courageous cowardly 

cowardly brave, courageous 

to create to destroy 

cruel 
human, kind 
humane 

to cry (schreien) to whisper 

to cry (weinen) to laugh 

D 

to damage to repair 

danger security, safety 

dangerous safe 

dark light 

daughter son 

dawn dusk 

day night 

dead alive 

death birth, life 

deep shallow 

defeat victory 

defence attack 

to defend to attack 

delicious awful 

to deny to admit 

to depart to arrive 

departure arrival 
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desperate hopeful 

to destroy to build, to create, to form 

destruction construction 

devil angel 

dictatorship republic 

to die to live 

different alike, equal, the same 

difficult easy 

dirty clean 

disease health 

distant near 

to divide to unite 

division unity 

to divorce to marry 

divorce marriage, wedding 

divorced married 

domestic foreign 

down up 

downstairs upstairs 

drama comedy 

dry humid, wet 

dull interesting 

dusk dawn 

E 

early late 

east west 

easy difficult, hard 

elementary advanced 

to emigrate to immigrate 

emigration immigration 

empty full 

to end to begin 

end beginning 

ending beginning 

enemy friend 

to enjoy to hate 
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to enter to leave 

entrance exit 

equal different 

even odd 

evening morning 

everybody nobody 

everything nothing 

exactly about, approximately 

excited calm 

exciting boring 

to exclude to include 

exit entrance 

expensive cheap 

export import 

exposure shelter 

extreme moderate 

F 

to fail to succeed, to pass 

failure success 

false correct, true 

far near 

fast slow 

fat slim, thin 

fear courage 

female male 

few many 

final first 

to find to lose 

to finish to begin 

finish start 

first final, last 

to fix to break 

flat hilly 

floor ceiling 

to follow to lead 

to forbid to allow, to let, to permit 
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for against 

foreground background 

foreign domestic 

foreigner native 

to forget to remember 

to form to destroy 

fortune bad luck 

forward backward 

to free to arrest 

to freeze to melt 

frequently occasionally 

friend enemy 

front rear 

in front of back, behind 

full empty 

funny serious 

future past, present 

Word Opposite 

G 

general particular, special 

generous mean 

gentle violent, rough, strict 

gentleman lady 

giant tiny, very little, small 

girl boy 

to give to take 

to go to come, to stop 

good bad 

good luck bad luck 

grown-up child 

guest host 

guilty innocent 

H 

happiness sadness 

happy sad 

handsome ugly 
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hard easy, soft 

to harvest to plant 

to hate to enjoy, to like, to love 

health disease, illness 

healthy ill, sick 

heat cold 

heaven hell 

heavy light 

hell heaven 

here there 

high deep 

high low 

hilly flat 

to hit to miss 

hopeful desperate, hopeless 

hopeless hopeful 

horizontal vertical 

host guest, visitor 

hot cold 

huge tiny 

human animal 

humane cruel 

humid dry 

hungry thirsty 

husband wife 

I 

in front of back, behind 

to ignore to notice 

ill healty, well 

to immigrate to emigrate 

immigration emigration 

import export 

in out 

to include to exclude 

to increase to reduce 

innocent guilty 
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inside outside 

insult compliment 

intelligent silly, stupid 

intentional accidental 

to be interested in to bore 

interesting boring, dull 

to interrupt to continue 

J 

junior senior 

K 

kind cruel 

L 

lack abundance, plenty 

lady gentleman 

to land to take off 

land water 

large small 

last first 

late early 

to laugh to cry 

lazy active, busy 

to lead to follow 

to learn to teach 

to leave to arrive, to enter 

left right 

to lend to borrow 

less more 

to let to forbid 

to lie to stand 

life death 

light dark, heavy 

to like to hate 

liquid solid 

little big, large 

little much 

to live to die 
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long short 

to lose to find, to win 

loser winner 

loud quiet 

to love to hate 

lovely terrible 

low high 

to lower to raise 

bad luck good luck 

good luck bad luck 

M 

major minor 

male female 

man woman 

many few, some 

marriage divorce 

married divorced, single 

to marry to divorce 

master servant 

maximum minimum 

mean generous 

to melt to freeze 

men women 

to mend to break 

mess order 

midnight noon 

minimum maximum 

minor major 

to miss to hit, to catch 

moderate extreme 

modern ancient, old 

monarchy republic 

moon sun 

more less 

morning evening 

mountain valley 
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much little 

N 

narrow broad, wide 

nasty nice, pleasant 

native foreigner, stranger 

natural artificial 

near distant, far 

negative affirmative 

nephew niece 

never always 

new ancient, old 

nice awful, nasty 

niece nephew 

night day 

no yes 

nobody everybody 

noisy quiet, silent 

noon midnight 

none of al lof 

normal strange 

north south 

not yet already 

nothing everything 

to notice to ignore 

now then 

O 

occasionally frequently 

occupied vacant 

odd even 

off on 

often seldom, sometimes 

old modern, new, young 

on off 

to open to close, to shut 

open closed, shut 

opponent supporter 
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order mess 

ordinary special 

other same 

out in 

outside inside 

outskirts centre 

over under 

P 

parents children 

part whole 

partial total 

particular general 

to pass to fail 

past future, present 

peace war 

to permit to forbid 

to plant to harvest 

plenty lack 

pleasant awful 

polite rude 

poor rich, wealthy 

poverty wealth 

powerful weak 

presence absence 

present past, future 

pretty ugly 

private public 

probably certainly 

professional amateur 

to protect to attack 

protection attack 

public private 

to pull to push 

pupil teacher 

to push to pull 

Q 
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question answer 

quick slow 

quiet loud, noisy 

R 

to raise to lower 

rainy sunny 

rear front 

to receive to send 

to reduce to increase 

to refuse to agree, to accept 

regret satisfaction 

to remember to forget 

to repair to damage 

to reply to ask 

reply question 

republic dictatorship, monarchy 

to rest to work 

rich poor 

right left, wrong 

to rise to sink 

rough gentle, smooth, soft 

rude polite 

rural urban 

Word Opposite 

S 

sad happy 

sadness happiness 

safe dangerous 

safety danger 

salt sugar 

(the) same different, the other 

satisfaction regret 

to satisfy to annoy 

to save to spend, to waste 

to scream to whisper 

security danger 
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seldom often 

to sell to buy 

to send to receive, to save 

to sit to stand 

senior junior 

to separate to connect, to unite 

serious funny 

servant master 

to set free to arrest 

shallow deep 

sharp blunt 

shelter exposure 

short long, tall 

to shout to whisper 

to shut to open 

sick healthy 

silent noisy 

silly intelligent 

simple complicated 

to sink to rise 

single married 

sister brother 

slim fat 

slow fast, quick 

small big, large, tall 

smooth rough 

soft hard, rough 

solid liquid 

some many 

sometimes often 

son daughter 

soul body 

sour sweet 

south north 

special general, ordinary 

spring autumn 
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to stand to sit 

to start to stop 

start finish, end, stop 

to stop to start, to go 

to stand to lie 

strange normal 

stranger native 

strict gentle 

strong weak 

student teacher 

stupid clever, intelligent 

suburb centre 

to succeed to fail 

success failure 

to subtract to add 

sugar salt 

summer winter 

sun moon 

sunny cloudy, rainy 

supporter opponent 

to suspect to trust 

sweet bitter, sour 

synonym antonym 

T 

to take to give 

to take off to land 

tall small, short 

to teach to learn 

teacher pupil, student 

then now 

terrible lovely 

there here 

thick thin 

thin thick, fat 

thirsty hungry 

to throw to catch 
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tight loose 

tiny giant, huge 

together apart 

tomorrow yesterday 

top bottom 

total partial 

town village 

tragedy comedy 

true false 

to trust to suspect 

U 

ugliness beauty 

ugly beautiful, handsome (boys), pretty (girls) 

under over 

to unite to divide, to separate 

unity division 

up down 

upstairs downstairs 

urban rural 

useful useless 

useless useful 

V 

vacant occupied 

valley mountain 

vertical horizontal 

victory defeat 

village town 

violent gentle 

visitor host 

voluntary compulsory 

vowel consonant 

W 

war peace 

warm cool 

to waste to save 

water land 
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weak powerful, strong 

wealth poverty 

wealthy poor 

wedding divorce 

well ill 

west east 

wet dry 

to whisper to scream, to shout 

white black 

whole part 

wide narrow 

wife husband 

to win to lose 

winner loser 

winter summer 

to work to rest 

woman man 

women men 

worse better 

worst best 

wrong correct, right 

Y 

yes no 

yesterday tomorrow 

young old 

Animality - Vocabulary 
Amphibians 

frog 

frogspawn 

tadpole 

toad 

newt 

Arachnids 

scorpion 

spider 

tarantula 

Birds 

eagle 
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albatross 

blackbird 

jackdaw 

jay 

duck 

owl 

falcon 

pheasant 

finch 

flamingo 

goose 

vulture 

hawk 

rooster 

canary 

nuthatch 

crow 

cuckoo 

biddy 

kookaburra 

swift 

tit 

gull 

nightingale 

parrot 

pelican 

peacock 

penguin 

piranha 

raven 

robin 

swallow 

swan 

parakeet 

sparrow 

woodpecker 
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mallard 

stork 

ostrich 

dove, pigeon 

turkey 

kestrel 

wren 

coat 

crest 

talon 

beak 

Butterflies 

peacock butterfly 

red admiral 

silkworm 

swallowtail 

Fishes and Marine Animals 

eel 

barbel 

perch 

trout 

shrimp 

goldfish 

shark 

pike 

halibut 

lobster 

cod 

scallop 

carp 

crab 

crab 

salmon 

shell 

jellyfish 

ray 

sawfish 
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haddock 

plaice 

swordfish 

manatee 

seahorse 

starfish 

sturgeon 

squid 

tuna (fish) 

catfish 

 

gill 

muzzle 

dorsal fin 

scales 

tail fin 

Insects 

ant 

bee 

aphid 

fly 

flea 

grasshopper 

bumblebee 

cockroach 

beetle 

larva 

louse (pl. lice) 

dragonfly 

maggot 

ladybug 

moth 

midge 

nymph 

caterpillar 

gadfly 

millipede 
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harvestman 

wasp 

Mammals 

anteater 

antelope 

bear 

beaver 

badger 

dachshund 

dolphin 

squirrel 

polar bear 

elephant 

elk (BE) 
moose (AE) 

sloth 

hare 

otter 

bat 

fox 

gazelle 

giraffe 

grizzly bear 

armadillo 

hamster 

hare 

deer, hart 

hyena 

hedgehog 

polecat 

camel 

llama 

lion 

lynx 

mammoth 

mouse 

mule 
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mole 

guinea pig 

mongoose 

marmot 

rhinoceros 

mink 

bullock 

panda 

horse 

pony 

prairie dog 

puma 

rat 

deer 

reindeer 

seal 

sheep 

chimpanzee 

platypus 

pig, hog 

seal 

porcupine 

skunk 

tiger 

whale 

racoon 

weasel 

wolf 

gerbil 

zebra 

goat 

 

coat, fur 

antler 

claw 

muzzle, stout 

paw 
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muzzle 

whisker 

tail 

tusk 

blowhole 

trunk 

Molluscs (BE), Mollusks (AE) 

slug 

snail 

Reptiles 

blindworm 

boa 

chameleon 

diamondback rattlesnake 

saurian 

lizard 

gecko 

poisonous / venomous snake 

sidewinder 

coral snake 

crocodile 

iguana 

Mojave rattlesnake 

copperhead 

python 

salamander 

tortoise, turtle 

snake 

sea snake 

Southern Pacific rattlesnake 

cottonmouth 

constrictor snake 

shell 

Worms 

tapeworm 

leech 

earthworm 
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round worm 

Environment 
A-L M-Z   

 

Phrase Example 

A 

acid rain Acid rain is very harmful to the environment. 

aerosol, spray Aerosol sprays are the worst cause of pollution in the home. 

to affect This area was affected by the flood. 

to ail The huge trees had been ailing for years before they were cut down. 

atmosphere The Earth's atmosphere is a thin layer of gases that surrounds the Earth. 

to be aware I think my neighbour isn't aware of polluting the environment. 

B 

balance Nature's balance might be disturbed. 

biodegradable All our products are biodegradable. 

biodiversity What about an evening stroll to look at the biodiversity in our park? 

biosphere 
The biosphere is the part of the earth's atmosphere and surface in which animals and plants can 
live. 

C 

carbon Carbon is a chemical substance contained in all plants and animals. 

carbon dioxide The concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is low. 

carbon monoxide Carbon monoxide is emitted by cars. 

catalytic converter Since 1993 catalytic converters have been compulsory in Britain. 

catastrophe The Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund (FHCF) was created in November 1993. 

to chop down Poor people often chop down trees for firewood. 

climate The Mediterranean climate is good for growing citrus fruits. 

coastal waters Many bays and coastal waters have been contaminated with heavy metals. 

cooling agent Cooling agents are expensive. 

to combat There should be stricter laws to combat air pollution. 

to contaminate The soil has been contaminated. 

creature Is there a sea creature or not? 

D 

death of the forests The death of the forests is a big problem in Europe. 

to destroy The house was completely destroyed by fire. 

destruction The use of renewable sources could stop the destruction of the rainforests. 

detergent Try to use detergents that are perfume free. 

to die out Animals are dying out far more often than you might think. 
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to diminish The people try to diminish the pollution of the water. 

dirt The dirt has been removed from the ground. 

to disappear Many species disappeared in the last century. 

disaster The recent earthquake in India is a disaster. 

disposal Unfortunately, less people know of the disposal of hazardous waste. 

drought Drought had ruined the crops year after year. 

to dry up, to parch During the long time of drought many rivers have dried up/parched. 

to dump Old washing machines have been dumped near the beach. 

dumping ground City canals are often used as dumping grounds. 

dust Do not inhale the dust, it's dangerous. 

E 

earthquake On April 18, 1906, shortly after 5:00 am, a great earthquake struck San Francisco. 

ecology Oil pollution could damage the ecology of the costs. 

ecosystem 
Jordan appealed for assistance to 
help save the ecosystem of the Dead Sea, whose water level is dropping. 

emission The organization calls for stricter controls on emissions. 

to emit Sulphur gases were emitted by the spewing volcano. 

endangered The sea turtle is an endangered species. 

energy conservation Energy conservation is a process of saving energy. 

energy source Space energy is one of the energy sources of the future. 

energy-efficient Energy-efficient windows help to lower your heating costs. 

environment We must protect the environment. 

environmentalist Environmentalists are people who love the natural world. 

to erode It took about 67,000 years to erode the Grand Canyon. 

erosion Wind and water are the main agents of soil erosion. 

evolution The introduction of cloned plants will effect evolution. 

exhaust fumes 
Over the past month officers have been stopping vehicles in Manchester to test exhaust 
fumes. 

to be exposed to You risk skin cancer if you are often exposed to strong sunlight. 

extinct Hawaii is home to a great many extinct species. 

F 

factory farming Is factory farming a way of animal abuse? 

famine The Irish Famine of 1846-50 took as many as a million lives from hunger and disease. 

fertile Fertile land is land where things grow easily. 

fertilizer Fertilizers are chemicals given to plants with the intention of promoting growth. 

fume Workers are exposed to fumes from asphalt. 

fumes The lava gives off clouds of toxic fumes as it flows into the Pacific Ocean. 
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G 

geothermal The first geothermal power station was built in Landrella, Italy. 

global warming They started a campaign to slow down the process of global warming. 

greenhouse effect The greenhouse effect is the rise in temperature caused by gases in the atmosphere. 

H 

hardest hit Our town was hardest hit by last year's earthquake. 

to harm Pollution can harm animals and the environment. 

to be harmful Air pollution is harmful to everyone. 

heat wave Slow down and avoid strenuous activity if a heat wave is happening. 

heavy metal Less heavy metal has been introduced by air into the Baltic Sea since the 1990s. 

hydrocarbon Various hydrocarbons have been found in Jupiter's atmosphere. 

I 

industrial waste Industrial waste can contain small amounts of radioactive materials. 

insulation Often glass fibre is used as roof insulation. 

L 

to leak Oil leaked out of the tank. 

to load The owners of the local factories are loaded with new environmental laws. 

marine life Around the islands marine life is seriously threatened by oil slick. 

to menace Hurricane Hugo menaced the US coast for seven days. 

N 

natural gas 61 percent of US households used natural gas for heating in 2002. 

O 

oil slick Large oil slicks were found near the coast. 

overfertilization Overfertilization is a common problem. 

oxygen The cells need oxygen to survive. 

ozone layer The ozone layer screens out the sun's harmful ultraviolet radiation. 

P 

permission Ask permission for the privilege to cross private land. 

poison The cat was killed by rat poison. 

poisonous She has lots of poisonous plants in her garden. 

the polar ice caps If the polar ice caps melt, the ocean levels rise. 

to pollute Please do not pollute the air. 

pollution Air pollution is a problem for all of us. 

power station Power stations are only about 40 per cent efficient. 

precipitation Rain, snow, hail and sleet are types of precipitation. 
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preservation He is interested in historic preservation. 

prevention The prevention of litter is very important. 

to protect Russia wants to protect the environment in the Baltic region. 

to purify You can purify water with two chemicals: chlorine bleach and iodine. 

R 

radiation Radiation is used for medical reasons. 

rainforest Tropical rainforests are the Earth's oldest living ecosystems. 

to recycle This carton is made from recycled paper. 

remedial action The Great Lakes Remedial Action Plan Program was created in 1987. 

renewable 
A renewable energy system converts the energy found in sunlight, wind, falling water, 
waves, geothermal heat, or biomass. 

reusable There are two kinds of plastic bottles: reusable bottles and single-service bottles. 

S 

to screen from You should screen your eyes from the sun when hiking in the mountains. 

sea level Death Valley lies 86 metres (282 feet) below sea level. 

sewage Sewage, used water, comes from factories and households. 

sewage plant The city needs to have a sewage plant. 

sludge Sludge is often used on agricultural land. 

soil Soil is the top layer of the earth in which trees, plant etc. grow. 

solvent Benzene and turpentine are solvents. 

starvation Starvation is the most severe form of malnutrition. 

stratosphere The ozone layer is within the stratosphere. 

surface About 70% of the Earth's surface is covered with water. 

T 

to threaten Toxic chemical substances threaten sea turtles. 

tide The tide is in/out. 

timber Timber is wood for building ships and houses. 

toxic waste A ship with toxic waste sank. 

toxic waste dump The toxic waste dump was built. 

trawler Trawlers, are not permitted on the lake. 

U 

unleaded Unleaded petrol is less harmful to the environment. 

untreated Coastal cities often dump their untreatened wastes into the sea. 

urbanization The urabanization is a world-wide trend. 

W 

waste heat The use of waste heat will reduce electricity consumption. 
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waste paper Recycling waste paper is a favourable method. 

waste separation Do you know how to do waste separation? 

wind energy Wind energy is widely used in South Africa for water pumping. 

windpark/windfarm Offshore windfarms have been built. 

Vocabulary: Family, Relatives 

Relatives 

bride 

groom 

brother 

cousin 

wife 

husband 

parents 

parent 

grandchild - grandchildren (Plural) 

grandson 

granddaughter 

friend 

boyfriend 

girlfriend 

friend 

grandmother, grandma 

grandfather, granddad, grandpa 

half-brother 

baby brother 

mother 

mum, mummy, mom (AE) 

nephew 

niece 

uncle 

godchild 

godfather 

godmother 

sister 

mother-in-law 

father-in-law 

son 
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stepbrother 

aunt 

daughter 

great-grandparents 

father 

dad 

fiancée 

fiancé 

twin 

twin-brother 

General 

to adopt 

spinster 

to raise 

baby 

lady 

adult 

to bring up 

madam 

to be divorced 

sir 

gentleman 

wedding 

youth 

bachelor 

child 

kid 

my elder sister 

descendant 

couple 

foster child 

to fall in love 

teenager 

to be married 

to be engaged 

relative, relation 
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ancestor 

guardian 

orphan 

widow 

widower 

to live together 

The menu - Vocabulary 
1) Categories on menus 

Appetizers (cold/hot) 

Beverages 

Bottled water and sodas (AE) 

Brunch (Breakfast & Lunch) 

Coffee and Tea 

Desserts 

Eggs 

Hors d'oeuvres 

Hot drinks 

Liqueurs (AE) 

Main course 

Omelets (Omelettes) 

Pasta 

Pizza 

Salads 

Sandwiches 

Sides (Side orders) 

Soups 

Sparkling wine 

Starters 

Wine 

Wines by the glass (white, blush, red) 

2) Special dishes/beverages 

beef 

brandy 

burger 

Cheddar 

chicken 

chicken 

chips (BE), French Fries (AE) 
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chop 

cod 

cognac 

crab 

crabs 

fish 

Fish and chips 

ham 

Irish Whiskey 

jacket/baked potato 

lamb 

liver 

lobster 

mashed potatoes 

meatloaf 

mussels 

oysters 

perch 

pie 

plaice 

pork 

port 

prawn 

salmon 

seafruit 

shell fish 

Single Malt Scotch (Whisky) 

steak 

trout 

turkey 

veal 

3) Useful phrases 

bill (BE) check (AE) 

service included 

small/large plate 

tip 

today's special 
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VAT /value-added tax) 

Vocabulary: Work and employment 
General 

a regular job 

commuter 

employee 

employer 

He took a job as a waiter. 

job 

occupation 

profession 

to earn one's living 

to run a firm 

trade 

What do you do for a living? 

worker 

 
Application 

application 

application form 

apprentice, trainee 

apprenticeship 

CV (curriculum vitae) 

job interview 

skilled worker 

to apply for a job 

training 

training course 

vacancy 

Unemployment 

period of notice 

to be unemployed 
to be out of work 
to be on the dole (BE) 

to fire somebody 
to sack somebody (BE) 

to give somebody notice 
to dismiss somebody 

to hand in one's notice 
to resign 
to quit 
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unemployment 

unemployment benefit, dole money 

Working hours, pay 

a full-time job 

a part-time job 

continued payment of wages 

flexitime 

pay slip 

salary 

to get a rise  
to get a raise 

to work in shifts 

to work overtime 

wage cut 

wage demand, claim 

wage group 

wages 

 


